EXPLORE AND HAVE A FUN DAY!

The Earth Project has teamed up with the University of Manchester to offer a brand-new half-day's programme called 'Take a Bite out a Climate Change'.

The day is packed full of STEM learning opportunities as we compute calories, carbon emissions, air miles and learn how the food we eat impacts the planet's climate and why. There is plenty of opportunity for fun, discussion, debate and ideas to be shared.

Together, we'll follow the journey of your food from planet to fork - from worksheets and videos on how the cow uses its 4 stomachs to turn grass into beef to shopping drama with local artists and interactive games and flashcards to make meals - plus lots of ideas for extension activities if you'd like to take it further with your class and involve families.
WHERE LEARNING IS FUN

Your time commitment:
1.5 hours with teacher to run through and co-produce content
1/2 day with class (morning preferred)
1 hour feedback session with teacher so we can improve our offer
DATES - summer term

Our commitment:
£250 to pay for teacher's time
up-to-the-minute information
a variety of interactive classroom resources and lesson plans that follow the curriculum in Wales
a serious topic delivered in a fun, locally contextual way!
To deliver the session in-person or online depending on Covid-19 restrictions

If you're interested in taking part, please contact Jess Silvestre at the Earth Project (jessmeadsilvestere@gmail.com)